Cultural Macroevolution (Jan. 23)


Mating 1: Mate Choice (Jan. 30)


**Mating 2: Cooperation & Conflict (Feb. 4)**


**Inclusive Fitness & Parental Investment (Feb. 6)**


**Sex-biased Parental Investment (Feb. 8)**


**Demographic Transition (Feb. 11)**


**Kin Groups (Feb. 13)**


**Cooperation 1: Reciprocity (Feb. 15)**


**Cooperation 2: Alternatives to Reciprocity (Feb. 20)**


### Cooperation 3: Cooperation and Signaling (Feb. 22)


**Collective Action (Feb. 25 or 27)**


**Collective Action & Religion (Feb. 29)**


**Coalitions & Ethnogenesis (Mar. 3)**


**Competition & Conflict (Mar. 5)**


**Status & Hierarchy (Mar. 10)**


